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Director Jude Klassen is a writer, journalist, actor and host of Judecast. To that long list of
accomplishments, she can now add first-time feature filmmaker, and a very original one at that. For LOVE
IN THE SIXTH is a musical about the relationship between Dani, a struggling single Mom, and her dystopian
twelve-year-old daughter Kat (played by the director's real-life twelve-year-old daughter). Dani is
concerned that her paid journalism job is drawing to a close, and in a funk because her relationship with
a singer/songwriter boyfriend is dysfunctional. And it is here, in the wildly original musical numbers that the
film just takes off. The funniest lyrics, the catchiest tunes, and the most eye-popping music-video type
montages are a sheer, original delight. Floating around all this satirical whimsy are a bevy of idiosyncratic
characters such as Mavis, a polyamorous feminist who is involved with two brothers simultaneously, Qalie,
a cell-phone addicted lesbian whose girlfriend is corporate killer etc…
That the film's musical numbers are a highlight should not surprise. In 2011 Ms. Klassen's alter-ego, Tasha
James, wrote a love song to then Toronto mayor Rob Ford that went viral. Tasha and the Fast Ford Nation
went on to produce a series of satirical musical videos skewering prison reform, the oil industry and more.
It is in that spirit of musical anarchy that we present this original Canadian feature. You've never seen
anything quite like it.
Cast Brett Butler, Jason Butler, Vaughan Cameron, John Doyle, T.C. Folkpunk, Mikela Jay, Mika Kay, Jude
Klassen, John Lefebvre, Lisa Santonato, Wendy Sinclair, Shay Steinberg, Les Stroud, Dennis Trainor
Executive Producer John Lefebvre
Producer Jude Klassen
Cinematographer Rob McGee
Editing Brett Butler, Jason Butler
Screenplay Jude Klassen
Music Tim Cameron, Asher Ettinger, Jude Klassen

